
James Lane, Green Party candidate for Public Advocate 
 

Responses to questions from 350.org NYC 
 
Section 1: 
 
350NYC is calling on the New York City Pension Fund to divest from fossil fuels.  Major cities like 
Seattle, San Francisco, Providence, and Madison have committed to divest their pension funds 
from fossil fuels. If elected, would you divest NYC’s pension funds from fossil fuel companies?  
Why or why not?  How would you go about doing this? 
 
If you do not think that NYC should divest from fossil fuel companies, is it because you believe 
that shareholder resolutions offer the best opportunity for changing the fossil fuel industry?  
Please give an example of how NYC has used shareholder resolutions to change the fossil fuel 
industry. 
 
PLANYC aims to reduce New York City’s greenhouse gas emissions 30% by 2030. The next phase 
of the plan calls for 80% reductions by 2050.  Which specific policies do you have for each of the 
primary sectors that cause greenhouse gas emissions (buildings, transport, energy production 
etc.)? 
 
Answer Section 1: 
 
The Green Party supports the divestment of the NYC pension plans from the fossil fuel industry. 
As Public Advocate, I will cast my one vote on the pension board for divestment. As will my fellow 
Green Party candidates for Mayor and Comptroller. We have a responsibility to divest from an 
industry that’s destroying our future, and reinvest in solutions to climate change. I support the 
proposal for NYC to immediately freeze any new investment in fossil fuel companies, and divest 
from direct ownership and any commingled funds that include fossil fuel public equities and 
corporate bonds within 5 years. 
 
I will help build public support for divestment citywide through public outreach efforts and 
participation in campaigns with other groups that support divestment. 
 
New York City could benefit from reinvesting funds into new building projects, energy efficiency, 
public transportation and other green infrastructure projects, all of which often have better 
returns than fossil fuel stocks and bonds that build real value for the City and its residents. 
 
Climate change is the most serious problem facings humans. We need to reduce carbon levels 
below 350 ppm much sooner than that proposed by PLANYC. Rather than the “all of the above” 
approach of President Obama and the Democrats / Republicans, we need to ensure that 80% of 
existing fossil fuel sources are not used and converted into greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
The Green New Deal, building upon steps taken by FDR during the Great Depression, the Green 
Party would put 25 million plus Americans back to work through a massive investment in clean 
renewable energy. The Green commitment to provide a job to everyone that needs it would also 
include support for public service jobs (e.g., pre-K, youth and senior programs, community health 
clinics, etc.). The Greens support an annual fund of $300 billion nationally to fund the transition 



to a carbon neutral economy by 2030, funded through an end to fossil fuel subsidies, a cut in half 
in the military budget, and higher taxes on Wall Street and the wealthy. 
 
As public advocate, I would push the city to sue the fossil fuel companies to hold them financially 
liable for the damages they have causes through climate change, starting with Hurricane Sandy. 
 
A recent report co-authored by Stanford University professor Mark Jacobson, "Examining the 
Feasibility of Converting New York State's All-Purpose Energy Infrastructure to One Using Wind, 
Water and Sunlight" documents how an electrical-power platform consisting exclusively of wind, 
water and solar ("water" including geothermal, tidal, wave and hydroelectric) would not only 
provide 100% of NY electric power in 17 years but would also reduce its electrical power demand 
by 37 percent. 
 
In addition, a publicly owned fossil fuel industry will ensure that fossil fuel extraction is 
minimized and phased out as earnings are reinvested in renewables instead of fossil fuels. 

With respect to reducing the carbon footprint in various sectors, the City should take leadership 
in doing it itself as well as adopting policies and regulations to spur changes in the private sector. 
 
Buildings. Establish stringent energy conservation and efficiency standards, especially for new 
buildings and rehab. For instance, require high efficiency appliances in all new housing in NYC. 
Require buildings to take advantage of passive solar. Eliminate zoning rules that presently restrict 
installation of renewable energy (e.g., setbacks on roof for solar). Restrict buildings in flood zones 
and barrier islands., while restoring tidal marshes and wetlands. 
 
Transport. Adequately fund mass transit, both capital investment and maintenance. Reduce 
transit fares. Increase employee subsidies for use of mass transit. Continue to promote bicycling. 
Improve safety for walking. Restrict use of private automobiles such as with congestion pricing. 
Seek city / state standards for auto emissions such as California. Move buses and taxis to electric. 
 
Energy Production. As stated above, move to carbon neutral by 2030. Adequately protect / move 
production from flood areas. Promote local, decentralized micro energy production. Increase city 
efforts to shut down Indian Point. City should only purchase 100% clean energy. Stop any 
proposed garbage incinerators in NYC. Significantly expand curbside municipal composting. Solar 
thermal, solar water. Support research into tidal power. Develop wind power. 
 
Shareholder activism is not a substitute for divestment. Shareholders can try to move companies 
to adopt more environmentally responsible practices. The comptroller should continue to lead 
shareholder advocacy campaigns with companies in a wide range of sectors to set greenhouse gas 
emission goals, improve energy efficiency across operations and source more renewable energy. 
But, there is an inherent conflict of interest for investors to advocate that coal, oil and gas 
companies stop the production of fossil fuels given that it is their core business. 
 
Answer Section 2 
 
Do you support a statewide ban on hydrofracking? Why or why not? How will you use your 
position to resist hydrofracking? Ban. See below. 
 



There are currently 23 natural gas infrastructure projects planned for New York State. The 
industry prefers for such infrastructure to be in place prior to drilling. Do you support or oppose 
the expansion of infrastructure that supports fracking? What is your position on local NYC 
projects such as the Liberty LNG port, the Spectra and Rockaway pipelines? I Have actively 
opposed. Green Party have help organize demonstrations against. to create the infrastructure to 
support the use of fossil fuels is to further postpone the day that New York City declares true 
energy independence by switching to wind, solar, bio-diesel, and other renewables. The LNG 
Project competes with the Rockaway Wind Project. The Green Party in NYC also participated in 
local protests against the proposed natural gas pipeline in Puerto Rico which was successfully 
defeated. 
 
Do you find it problematic that current City and Con Ed programs incentivize gas boiler 
conversions when sustainable alternatives are cheaper and better for local air quality?  Yes.  these 

buildings would be more viable economically in the long-term by switching to renewable 

solutions.because renewables offer a permanent energy price hedge, and lower maintenance costs. . 

Probably 50-75% of buildings in this particular class are capable of making the switch. Large numbers 

of C- and D-class apartment buildings, particularly in the outer boroughs, such as the Bronx, which 

typically are burning #6 or #4 oil would have an easy time shifting towards renewable energy instead 

of to natural gas (or even biodiesel). 

 
Are you aware that radon levels in New York's gas supply could rise with increased use of 
Marcellus Shale via new pipelines?  "Will you support legislation in the state assembly and senate 
(A6863/S09421) that requires monitoring and mitigation of radon in municipal gas supplies? Yes. 
Yes. (see below) 
 
Three years ago the Green Party of NY was virtually alone in calling for a statewide ban on the 
hydrofracking of natural gas, with most environmentalists instead calling for a moratorium or 
better regulation of the industry. In addition to its long time call for a statewide ban, Green Party 
activists and elected officials have led local fights to not only ban hydrofacking of natural gas in 
their local communities as a home rule measure but to criminalize such activities. 
 
Hydrofracking means injecting toxic laden fresh water and sand at extremely high pressure into 
rock layers to shatter the stone and release the gas. Each frack injects 2 to 9 million gallons of 
water with 20,000 to 90,000 gallons of toxic chemicals. Where it has been done in Texas, 
Louisiana, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania in fact, in over 30 states hydrofracking has generated 
immense environmental problems. In addition to the public health and environmental problems 
posed, natural gas is just another fossil fuel that contributes to global warming. Funds should 
instead be invested in a rapid transition to a carbon free economy. 
 
Fracking, long supported by NYS DEC, the Governor's office and the Obama administration, has 
been part of the push by the Democrats to promote extreme fossil fuel extraction methods (e.g., 
mountain top removal of coal, fracked oil and gas, deep water and Arctic drilling, tar sands oil) in 
a "drive for energy independence" even as climate change has devastated NYC, Long Island, and 
the planet. The Green Party has actively opposed. 
 
Fracking should legally be stamped as a felony. The proposed fracking criminalization law 
declares that fracking is destructive to public health, environment, community, economic stability, 
jobs and the fundamental integrity of the body politic. 



 
Radon. All natural gas distributed to consumers in United States contains some level of radon and 
potentially other radioactive substances. Shale gas development produces natural gas-containing 
radon, and the level of radon in natural gas varies from one gas production area to another. it is 
important that we do not allow the levels of radon in our gas supply to dangerously increase 
beyond levels established by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. It has been well 
documented that people exposed to radon have an increased likelihood of developing lung cancer. 
While there is no "safe" level of exposure to radon, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
recommends mitigation beginning at 2.0 picoCuries per liter and active mitigation at 4.0 or more 
picoCuries Per liter. 
 
Answer Section 3. Renewable Energy 
 
New York has many natural resources such as hydroelectric and wind power. Hence, NYC’s 
electricity generation generates much less carbon dioxide than most places. However, the actual 
amount of distributed generation solar power in NYC is pitifully small—PLANYC 2011 sees us 
with a mere 60 megawatts of solar in Con Edison’s service area by 2017. California and Germany 
add multiples of this number every month. How would you change this? What would you do to 
make solar power more accessible and ubiquitous? Specifically, what policies can the city 
implement to achieve this goal (cut red tape, feed in tariffs, etc.) How many megawatts would you 
aim for by the end of your first term? Offshore wind represents a potential energy bonanza for the 
city. What can city officials do to realize this promise? 
 
Please see answer to section 1 above. 
 
A recent report co-authored by Stanford University professor Mark Jacobson, "Examining the 
Feasibility of Converting New York State's All-Purpose Energy Infrastructure to One Using Wind, 
Water and Sunlight" documents how an electrical-power platform consisting exclusively of wind, 
water and solar ("water" including geothermal, tidal, wave and hydroelectric) would not only 
provide 100% of NY electric power in 17 years but would also reduce its electrical power demand 
by 37 percent. 
 
NYS’s 2030 all-purpose end-use power would be provided by 10% on shore wind (40205-
MWturbines), 40% off shore wind (12,7005-MW turbines), 10% concentrated solar (387 100-
MW plants), 10% solar-PV plants -MW plants), 6% residential rooftop PV (5 million 5-kW 
systems), 12% commercial/ government rooftop PV (500,000 100-kW systems), 5% geothermal 
(36 100-MWplants), 0.5% wave (19 10 0.75-MW devices),1% tidal (2600 1-MW turbines),and 5.5% 
hydroelectric( 6.6 1300-MW plants, of which 89% exist). 
 
Much of Germany's progress in moving to renewable energy is due to the role of the Green Party 
there. In fact, the countries which are making the most progress in confronting climate change 
are those where the Green Party has substantial influence under their system of proportional 
representation – the Greens condition their support of the coalition government primarily on 
action on climate change. 
 
I support the feed-in tariff program that Germany has used to create a vibrant renewable energy 
sector – benefitting small businesses, homeowners, farmers and communities - by insuring 
profitable rates for renewable power. This has helped fuel Germany’s vigorous economy, and put 



renewable energy technology on track to be the major employment sector in the nation within 
the decade. 
 
The city should use its purchasing and regulatory power to drive investments and research in 
clean energy. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


